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WHO WE ARE

BE SOCIAL
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#NAVIGATING MOTHERHOOD
#BEHERVILLAGE #HUDDLEUPMOMS
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VISIT THE SITE

SOCIAL
MEDIA KIT

DOOHREHTOM GNITAGIVAN

Huddle Up Moms empowers all mothers in the Roanoke & New
River Valleys through education, meaningful connections, and
community support. Huddle Up Moms envisions a future in
which all mothers have the support they need to be healthy,
happy, and confident to flourish in all areas of their lives.

THE SUMMIT

BE HER VILLAGE

GET CONNECTED

SHARE YOUR MOTHERHOOD STORY
#BEHERVILLAGE
"Motherhood can be lonely.
But we're not alone.
Meet me at the
#womensresourcessummit
on June 4 and let's navigate
motherhood together."
Customize with your reason
for attending this year's
summit and share with
moms you know.

""When you find a piece of
your village, another mom
finds you too. Let's do this,
together."
Let other moms know what
you're looking forward to
most at this year's Summit.
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DOOHREHTOM GNITAGIVAN

As you build your village, something incredible happens - you become
part of another mom's village too. At Be Her Village: Navigating
Motherhood we take the journey through motherhood together.Whether
you're looking for support in your professional life, with home & family,
or to fully embrace your authentic self - the 2022 Summit will inspire,
empower, and elevate how we think about motherhood today.

THE SUMMIT

PARTNERSHIP

Huddle Up Moms is proud to partner with incredible local businesses and
organizations who are doing big things for moms. If you're joining us this
year as a partner, one of the greatest things you can offer is to help us
spread the word and bring moms to the Summit. We're committed to
featuring your resources and services in a platform that moms can
easily access. You're part of this village too.

FEATURE YOUR RESOURCES
#NAVIGATING MOTHERHOOD
"Every mom needs a
village. At (NAME), we're
committed to supporting
Roanoke moms. That's why
we're asking you to join us
at the 2022 Huddle Up
Moms Resources Summit."
Share your organization's
desire to support moms
through collaboration and
connection at the Summit.
"You shouldn't have to
navigate motherhood
alone. Join (NAME) at the
2022 Summit and let's
navigate the ups & downs
of motherhood together."
Highlight specific sessions,
resources, or tools your
business or organization is
bringing to the conversation.
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SPREAD THE WORD

THE SUMMIT

